Bernard's death to secure his canonization, which took place in 1174. 5 Geoffrey did not follow the more-or-less chronological structure of the first two books of the Vita Prima. He sought to provide a general portrait of Bernard in terms of his appearance and effect on people. At the same time, however, he dealt with Bernard's involvements in the controversies of his time, such as his attack on Abelard. In Geoffrey's own words, contained in the Preface to the third book of the Vita Prima: "First of all are pursued those matters which especially pertain to the way of life, customs and teaching (habitum, mores, atque doctrinam) of the blessed father; secondly the many good actions (virtutes multas) performed by him are articulated. Thirdly the work is finished with the good ending to his life." 6 In spite of modern studies on the composition of the Vita Prima we have long lacked a critical edition. Scholars still make use of the edition made by Jean Mabillon in the 17th century, reprinted by J.-P. Migne in 1855. The Fragmenta, the early draft of Bernard's life prepared by Geoffrey of Auxerre (also known as the Vita Tertia and used by William of Saint Thierry), has a fairly recent edition, and now at last the Vita Prima is appearing in a critical text. 7 Otherwise there is a Vita Secunda by Alan of Auxerre, who criticized his predecessors and said they were too wordy and not trustworthy. 8 But his work is nothing but an anthology of the Vita Prima, which leaves out unpleasant sections, such as the description of Bernard's stomach ailment.
Finally there is the Vita Quarta, drafted about 1180 by John the Hermit, who made use of Bernard's cousin Robert for some new materials about the saint. 9 Here we see a transition from hagiographical materials to exemplum literature, as when Bernard is remembered for telling
